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Jones Hall Redecorated by David Smith 
As soon as the clock struck twelve 
on Halloween night, and All Saint's 
Day had begun officially, hundreds 
of students gathered around Jones 
Hall to prepare for the homecoming 
of Phil and Gwen Phibbs. 
Almost 	 every 	 dormitory, 
fraternity, sorority and living group 
was represented as approximately 
500 rolls of white toilet paper were 
strewn mercilessly over Jones Hall 
and every standing thing around it. 
Senator William D. Hochberg 
summed up the entire experience 
when he said the immortal words, 
"This is fun." 
Apparently, the entire project had 
been in the works for over a month 
and was conceived, planned and 
executed by the reidents of the 
Langlow House, who also had their 
Halloween Haunted House that 
night. 
Approximately 	 300 	 students 
appeared with toilet paper and 
shredded computer paper and 
laboriously buried the font of the 
school with it. The stereo speakers 
in the Cellar were turned ot so that 
everyone could enjoy the music 
whether they wanted to or not, for 
several blocks. 
At 12:20 A.M., no more than five 
students were to be allowed to the 
top of Jones to hang some bowtie 
symbols. Safety and Security, how-
ever, seemed to think that sneaking 
them in the front door would be most 
effective. They were wrong. 
About 75 students stormed the 
building, much to the dismay and 
frustration of the janitorial service, 
and proceeded to redecorate the in-
terior of Jones Hall. Later that eve-
ning, members of the Langlow 
House were asked - rather, fold- to 
clean up the mess. They did leave 
debris throughout the corridor 
where President Phibbs has his office 
only because, as Steve Harvey put 
it, "it Was all they could get away 
with." 
Finally, at 12:30, the string of bow-
ties was strung across the front of 
the building. They were made of se-
veral sheets knotted together. Quite 
frankly, they looked like a bunch of 
sheets tied together. 
Many prominent leaders of the 
student body were there, including 
all of Senate and the executive coun-
cil. Marc Therrien, with a show of 
wit, courageously held back any 
comment. John Oppenheimer 
claimed that he hadn't "seen any-
thing like this since the '60's." Ken 
Mogseth suggested the need to 
make the redecoration an annual e- 
In 	 addition, 	 an 	 anonymous 
woman in a Mao costume claimed 
that over fifty faculty members were 
present in a variety of disguises. 
The next morning, this reporter 
was awake by 6:30 to see the specta-
cular drapery. He noticed that, writ-
ten in toilet paper across the front 
row of bushes were the words, "Hi, 
Phibbs!" 
Welcome back, Gwen and Phil' 
How will another raise in tuition 
affect you? Do you care whether 
fees raise dramatically in 1980-81 or 
are kept to a minimum increase? 
Are you getting your money's worth 
out of UPS? 
It may be true that there are 
students roaming the hallways of 
this University who truly do not care 
whether they will need $6,000 or 
$8,000 to survive the up-coming 
year, but they must be either highly 
intelligent, eligible for massive aid, 
or rich. They are also a minority. 
For the remaining portion of the 
student body, the ASUPS Senate has 
been working through their Budget 
Input Committee to review those  
areas of the University which 
provide direct student services, and 
which are requesting additional 
funds beyond their budgets of last 
year. The services under 
consideration include; Dean of 
Students Area, Housing, Counseling 
Center, Foreign Student Advisor, 
Health Center, Admissions, Financial 
Aid, Food Service/Union 
Management, Plant Department, 
and the Library. 
According to ASUPS President 
Tom Cummings, the purpose of this 
committee is to act as a student 
lobbying group to the University 
Budget Task Force. The Input 
Cont. on page 2 
Budget Task Force Continued 
Cont. from page 1 
committee interviewed, reviewed, 
and evaluated these services, 
presenting their recommendations 
on University allocations to the 
Budget Task Force. Copies of their 
recommendations were sent to Vice-
President Clifford and Dean 
Verplank. In the conclusion of their 
presentation, on Oct. 29, the group 
urged that "the University be 
compelled to continue wage and 
price constraints, despite the 
realities of severe inflation and 
wholesale price escalation." 
At present, any wage and price 
constraints within this university are 
most readily effected by the Budget 
Task Force through their 
recommendation to the President. 
Each area of the university has 
made, or will soon make, their 
financial requests to this task force. 
On Monday, November 19, the 
Budget Task Force plans to hold a 
Senate Forum at which they will 
present their recommended budget. 
How can you affect your raise in 
tuition? If you have not already had 
a part in these proceedings, attend 
this Senate Forum and find out 
where they plan to distribute more 
dollars. Decide for yourself if the 
increases are justifiable and worth 
your money. At this stage of the 
"game", the task force will no longer 
be accepting suggestions concerning 
their proposed budget. Cummings 
however, still feels that student 
attendance and input will be 
valuable. He challenges concerned 
individuals to attend and feels that, 
"Even though it is not up for 
question, if there are things that 
students severely oppose, like 
tuition hikes, or cost increases 
without justification, we still have 
time to approach the President on 
it ... Of course," he grinned and 
added, "the Budget Task Force 
doesn't like us to do that." 
It is interesting to note that at no 
time does the task force allow the 
university community to 
constructively review its decisions 
and then provide input. Cummings, 
and the Budget Input committee 
experienced frustrations in their 
dealing with the budget procedures. 
While they felt very productive in 
comparison with the past, it appears 
that senate review of the system is 
necessary As a first step in this 
direction, Cummings explained that, 
"Before next year, we have to 
evaluate the method by which funds 
are evaluated." 
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The Urban Affairs Program 
announces that Environmental 
Science 307: Environmental Man-
agement will be offered during 
Spring Semester 1980. This course 
will provide a basic overview of 
environmental problems and their 
management, with emphasis on 
urban and urbanizing areas. (The 
listing for this course was inadvert-
antly omitted from the catalog.) 
Students will become acquainted 
with the technical, economic, 
legal, social and political aspects of 
environmental problems and the 
interrelationships among them. 
Emphasis will be placed on the 
practical solutions to 
environmental problems, from the 
perspective of historic and current 
philosophies, values and events. It 
will cover the traditional field of 
pollution control, but will focus as 
well on environmental health and 
air, water, and land resource 
management. 
The student will be familiarized 
with a variety of tools available to 
manage environmental problems. 
The environmental implications of 
current events, such as the oil crisis, 
interest in alternative energy 
systems, high interest and inflation 
rates, population shifts, the "post 
industrial society", and others will 
be reviewed. 
The objectives of the course are: 
1) to familiarize the student with 
basic urban environmental problems 
and their solutions; 2) to introduce 
the student to environmental 
management as a field of study and  
to the 	 techniques 	 used 	 by 
environmental managers to solve 
these problems; 3) to demonstrate 
the interrelated nature of 
environmental problems and the 
value of a multidisciplinary 
approach to their solution; and 4) to 
allow each student to focus on a 
particular environmental problem 
and to apply problem solving 
principles learned in the course. 
The University is fortunate to 
have acquired the services of Mr. 
Kenneth Karch to teach this course. 
Mr. Karch is presently the 
Environmental Affairs Manager, 
Washington State, for the 
Weyerhaeuser Company. 
	 His 
previous background includes 
positions as the Deputy Director for 
the Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources and Director of their 
Division of Environmental Quality; 
he has also been Executive Director 
of the Iowa Department of 
Environmental Quality and Assistant 
Director of Health and 
Environmental Protection for the 
Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments in Washington, D.C. 
The course will be offered on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 9 
p.m. Although part of the Urban 
Affairs Program, it should have 
value for students in the Natural 
Sciences, Public Administration, 
Business and for any other student 
interested in management of the 
environment. There is no prerequi-
site. For further information, con-
tact the Urban Affairs Office, Jones 
301, 756-3336. 
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Indulge: Tea and 
Sherry At Langlow 
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Racquetball C 
Almost Ready 
UPS was fortunate enough last 
year. to be the lucky recipients of a 
Tennis and Racquetball Pavilion. 
The Pavillion, which was completed 
in the summer of '78, hosts four 
indoor tennis and raquetball courts. 
UPS hired the Bob Wright 
Construction Co. to do the work. 
Last year, a problem arose when, 
soon after the raquetball courts 
opened, paint began chipping off 
the walls. According to Financial 
Vice-President Ray Bell the problem 
occured because the walls were 
made of pre-cast cement, and either 
during the actual construction, or 
when the walls were delivered to 
UPS, water became lodged in the 
cells inside the wall. Therefore, 
when the walls started chipping, 
they also started leaking. 
There was another problem 
involving the two courts with 
windows. When Wright Construction 
Co. cut the openings for the 
windows in the cement the area 
surrounding the openings chipped. 
This produced a non-smooth 
surface, so they put frames around 
them, which hindered the players 
when they attempted to hit balls off 
the back wall.  
our' 5 
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As a result of these difficulties, 
the courts were temporarily closed 
while they underwent repairs. 
Because of misunderstandings with 
the original contractors, Bob Wright 
Construction Co., over who would 
pay for the repairs and how long the 
process would take, UPS hired Glass 
Sales and Service to do the work. 
As of right now, the two courts 
without windows are opened, but 
the other two courts remain closed. 
The windows are in, but they need to 
be plastered so that they are secure. 
According to Ray Bell, this process 
should be completed within the 
next few days, and then the 
racquetball courts will be ready for 
use. 
"Cricket" Presented 
Tacoma Actors Guild presents 
THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH 
November 28 through December 22. 
A heartwarming Christmas story for 
children of all ages. Tickets go on 
sale November first at the TAG box 
office, 1323 South Yakima, or call 
272-2145 and reserve your seats. 
Tea and Sherry is a program series 
put on by the honor students who 
live in Langlow House. 
It involves thirty freshmen from 
the honors program and upperclass-
men as well. The series is a small 
discussion group that meets every 
Tuesday afternoon at four. 
Students and faculty members al-
ternate speaking every other week. 
There is no special topic in mind; the  
series varies from one week tothe 
next. Topics covered range from an 
ex-student's experiences in Africa, to 
this week's discussion on the Holo-
caust. In the future, Phil Phibbs may 
visit Langlow House and speak on 
"What I did this Summer." This may 
be interesting. 
This lecture series is open to all 
students, and this includes all the 
tea or sherry one can drink. 
Religion Department Gains 
Two New Profs 
The Religion Department has em-
ployed two exciting, new, part-time 
instructors. With preregistration com-
ing up, we thought it useful to provide 
some background information on 
them. 
Charles A. Meconis, Ph.D. will be 
teaching Religion-105, Religion and 
Modern Society, during both the 
Winterim and spring semester. This 
is not a new course, but the instructor 
will teach it from his personal per-
spectives and experiences. Mr. 
Meconis was educated in the Roman 
Catholic tradition. He received his 
degrees at St. John's College, St. 
Patrick's Seminary and Columbia 
University. He has an M.A. in Social 
Ethics from St. Patrick's and M. Phil. 
from Columbia, awarded with Dis-
tinction. His Ph.D. was received in 
1977 from Columbia University in 
the field of Religion and Society. 
Meconis has just published a 
THE SPAR TAVERN 
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are worth "crowing' 
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ORDERS TO GO 
book recounting the history of the 
Roman Catholic New Left during the 
Vietnam 	 protests. 	 (With 	 Clumsy 
Grace. The American Catholic Left, 
1961-1975. 	 Seabury 	 Press, 	 New 
York). 	 The 	 book 	 has 	 won 	 the 
acclaim of Fr. David Berrigan. 
Meconis 	 is 	 employed 	 by 	 the 
Church Council of Greater Seattle 
and as such is currently involved as 
the project staff person working on 
a program being aired by KING TV., 
entitled 	 SWORDS 	 AND 
PLOWSHARES: A PUBLIC DIALOGUE 
ON 	 SECURITY 	 POLICIES. 	 Some 
other participants in this particular 
program 	 are The World Without 
War Council, the League of Women 
Voters of Washington, Washington 
State National Guard and the 	 Am- 
erican Legion - Seattle, Post 1. 
The second newly hired instructoi, 
Richard 
	 L. 	 McPherson, 	 D.Min, 
degree, 	 Associate 	 Pastor 	 at 	 First . 
United 	 Methodist 	 Church 	 in . 
Tacoma, received his degree fron : 
the School of Theology at Cjaremont. 
California, in 1975. He will be teach- 
ing 	 Religion-102, 	 The 	 Life 	 and 
Teaching of Jesus, in the spring. 	 Dr 
John Phillips who normally teacher 
this course, has been relieved of one 
unit of teaching in connection witl, 
some current research. Dr. McPhersor 
is well qualified to teach the cours€ 
and comes to it with a fresh approach. 
informed by exoertise in the arts a 
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To the Editor of the Trail: 
In reply to the U.P.S. custodian's 
letter - Yes! people do care about 
clean buildings, offices, and 
bathrooms. I am as guilty as anyone 
in not expressing more often my 
appreciation for the job that the 
custodians on this campus do for us. 
As manager of the Wallace Pool 
for twenty-three years, I have seen 
custodians come and go, and have 
always been impressed by their 
sincere concern for the condition of 
this building. Mike Kinney, who left 
recently, did a super job. 	 His 
replacement, john Domlon, is doing 
the same. These people have 
contacted me on their own time to 
talk about problems encountered in 
servicing the building. 
As for the UPS maintenance crew - 
this is an able group of people, and 
we are fortunate to have them 
working with us. I'm convinced they 
can fix anything, any time. They 
have pulled us out of more tough 
spots at night and on week-ends than 
I could ever recall, fixing everything 
from chlorinators to electronic 
equipment. 
My hat is off to all of them! 
Don Duncan 
Pool Manager 
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Tough Choices 
The Federal Communications Commission is changing its policies 
concerning 10 watt radio stations. Normally, a change in FCC policy 
would not warrant the attention of UPS students, but these specific 
policies will have a direct impact on the University, because KUPS just 
happens to be a 10 watt station. 
The implications of the policy changes are not entirely clear; FCC 
policies, like those of other bureaucratic agencies, are never entirely 
intelligible. But the thrust of these policies is obvious, the FCC, for 
whatever reason, is beginning to make the existence of 10 watt stations 
very difficult. It may be possible that, under the new policies, KUPS 
would lose its current frequency to a larger watt station. Alternatively, 
KUPS, in an effort to remain on the air, might be forced to share a 
frequency with another 10 watt station. This would effectively cut 
KUPS' air time in half. Perhaps this arrangement would be acceptable 
to most students at UPS, but if it is the FCC's intention to try to force 
small 10 watt stations out of the lucrative world of big-watt radio, this 
might only be a temporary survival tactic. In the long run, there may 
be "no place to hide" for 10 watt stations, and eventually the very 
existence of KUPS could be threatened. 
The obvious way for a 10 watt station to avoid the danger of 
extinction is to raise its wattage. Such a propasal was introduced by 
KUPS' General Manager, Mark Blubaugh, at the November 6 Board of 
Student Communications meeting. Blubaugh pointed out that KUPS 
could apply to the FCC for a new 100 watt license, and thereby quite 
simply avoid the problems the FCC will be posing for 10 watt stations. 
But changing KUPS from 10 to 100 watts introduces a whole new 
range of problems. The application itself is quite extensive and 
complex. For example, KUPS would have to find 140 community 
leaders in Tacoma that would endorse the idea. The University would 
have to conduct a representative community survey that would 
demonstrate the need for a station that would have the range provided 
by 100 watts. (One hundred watts gives a strong signal for an 
approximate seven mile radius, the current 10 watt station is rated at a 
mere 1 ½ miles.) Further, the University would have to conduct a 
frequency search. This would cost between $700-$1000 The entire 
application process is made even more difficult by the fact that it 
would have to be completed by January 1,1980. 
Of course the greatest problem created by a change to 100 watts 
would be the purchase of the necessary electronic equipment. 
Blubaugh estimated that this equipment would cost between $8000-
$11,000- a major expense by any measure. There are several different 
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	 KUPS 
ways that this purchase could be funded. The money could come from 
ASB fees or from a long-term loan taken out against ASB collateral. 
It could also come from a Budget Task Force appropriation, though 
this is highly unlikely. Finally, the money could come from our 
Endowment funds. 
The BSC, weighing the costs of expansion against the chances of 
extinction or truncation, chose the former, and gave their approval for 
KUPS to apply for a 100 watt license. This action by the BSC does not 
represent the final word on the issue. Several key questions remain to 
be answered, and the BSC made it quite clear that its approval was 
tentative. The most intangible aspect of the whole issue is that no one 
has any idea how most students feel about KUPS' problem. At this 
point in the decision-making process, a high degree of student input, 
whether it be for or against the application, could play a determining 
role. 
I believe that in the long run it is in the best interest of the 
University to increase KU PS' power. I think that the station, by taking 
on greater responsibilities, would be forced to become more 
professional. This would increase student interest and participation in 
the station itself. In short, it is better to have a station that is worth 
listening to, and that you can get on your radio, than no station at all. 
But just perhaps, it is better to have no station at all than one that is 
not worth listening to. Either way, we all face some tough choices 
about the future of KUPS. 
On November 10, 1978 an article 
was published in the Trail, entitled 
BSU-Who and What. Some of the 
issues discussed were lack of 
campus involvement and awareness 
of the BSU. 
Today, a year later, many people 
may or may not be aware of the 
Black Students Union. This is a 
group of Black students interested in 
promoting a positive image of 
Blacks through cultural activities, 
lectures and constant interaction 
between all students. We are also 
hoping to eliminate some of the 
covert racism that exists on campus 
and enlighten those who are 
unaware of its existance. We also 
would like to promote a healthy 
environment in which all students 
can learn and study together. 
Two of our biggest battles are 
apathy and ignorance. Apathy 
seems to be prevalent on this 
campus and the sad thing is, that it 
rolls in like fog but never lifts. It 
cuts across racial barriers and age 
limits. Apathy affects our society so 
strongly that its by-product is often 
the omission of the importance of 
BEFORE 
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human rights and lives. It can be 
seen through lack of participation 
and sponsorship of cultural 
activities. 
Ignorance seems ensconced at 
UPS also. Ironical; as we often 
consider ourselves the intellectual 
elite. Ignorance here at UPS is the 
insensitivity of one group to another 
group's culture and values. Here at 
UPS where homogeneity is the key; 
efforts at being different are not 
rewarded, and at times are subtly 
discouraged through social control 
and interactions. 
The (JPS-BSU is here hoping to 
educate and become a vital cultural 
resource for the UPS community. It 
is our aspiration as Black students to 
impact the apathy and ignorance 
which 	 affects 	 our 	 society. 
Hopefully, this article and others 
will 	 become...PART 	 OF 	 THE 
SOLUTION! 
The Executive Board of the BSU 
Sheleen Dunn 
Kathi Williams 
Alpheus Mathis 
Herb Jones 
Campus Opinions 
This is your roving reporter once again 
asking students this weeks' question? 
How do you like this years'Winterim 
schedule? 
November 9 ; 1979. Page 5 
Hunger 
Awareness 
Week Observed 
by Carl Perkins 
In observance of Hunger Aware-
ness week a fast will be sponsored 
by the Chaplain's office. A service 
on Sunday, Nov. 18, at 10:30 am in 
Kilworth Chapel will begin preparing 
people for the fasting experience. 
The fast starts after Sunday brunch 
and runs until Monday dinner. 
Monday at 4:30 in the SUB lounge 
there will be a short service which 
will precede the breaking of the fast 
at dinner. Mr. Grimwood, director of 
food service, is expected to make an 
offering from the money saved due 
to the fast. People living off campus 
are encouraged to participate and 
donate the money they save 
because of the fast. The offering 
goes to C.R.O.P. (Christian Relief 
Overseas Program). More 
information will be available in the 
SUB the week prior to the eighteenth. 
There will be pledge statements to 
sign so that fasters can show their 
commitment. The fast should help 
build an awareness of hunger and 
provide an opportunity for indivi-
duals to demonstrate their concern 
with this vital issue. 
Frisko 
Freeze 
Drive - In 
1201 Division Ave. 
Tacoma 
French Fries & Prawns 
Malts 
Shakes & Sundaes 
Quarts & Pints 
Can't Be Beat 
by Elizabeth B'ake 
Janet Elofson- I'm really looking 
forward to this years' Winterim-that is 
everything except the classes offered 
and the fact that my super-fun 
roommate, Sue Giovanini, won't be 
here. BOO HOO! I'll miss her. I was 
hoping for some more interesting 
classes, but maybe the extra-curricular 
activities will prove interesting. 
Kent Wiley- The only thing I like about 
this year's Winterim schedule, is the 
fact that I can go skiing. The skiing 
classes sound like fun-I just hope I can 
get into one-they are so limited in class 
size-hopefully, all 3000 students won't 
decide to enroll in one! 
Rick Taylor- I think the selection of 
classes is not very good- all of the 
classes meet four or five times a week, 
with a lot of reading. I thought 
Winterim was supposed to be a break 
from the semesters-now it seems like I 
have to study day and night for these 
courses! 
Kathy Heffernan- Some classes are 
good, 	 but 	 others 	 I'm 	 rather 
disappointed about. Some classes 
have weekly assignments with a lot of 
reading, others have field trips that 
take out the amount of time spent in 
class, and still others, you just have to 
appear in. I feel that it should be more 
Skiers! 
Get ready in 
Novemberl 
fine cross country equipment 
available here 
Northwest Mountain Supply 
9th & Commerce, 
Phone 206 572.4857 
000*0000000000  
evenly distributed. The opportunities 
to travel are great-I'm all for Winterim-1 
think I'll enjoy the classes I'm taking! 
Carolyn Jones- I think that each year 
UPS tries to improve Winterim by 
adding a more diversified variety of 
classes or whatever. Last years' 
Winterim was really fun, and I learned 
a lot while still having time to go skiing 
or whatever. Students shouldn't 
downgrade Winterim so much-just 
because this year's classes seem to be 
more demanding than last years' -who 
knows they might not be all that bad 
after all. 
Shelly Perkins- I think this years' 
Winterim schedule is trying to live up 
to this schools new reputation of being 
the "Harvard of the West". Some of 
the classes look like you'd have to 
spend a lot of time reading and 
researching the material involved. 
We're here to learn, not be bogged 
down by massive studying during 
Winterim, which is, or was, supposed 
to be a break in the semester routine. 
Erik Sampson- I'm thinking of traveling 
this Winterim-there are so many places 
to travel to and learn about. I think 
that the selection of countries one can 
visit during Winterim is great-more 
people should travel abroad and see 
the world they live in. 
David Shaw- Winterim is a time that 
you have options to choose from as far 
as what you want to do for the month 
of January. You can take classes on 
campus, travel abroad in Europe and 
other countries, or take independent 
study and research a concept or 
something. I think that Winterim 
should be looked at as a challenge, and 
not so much of the amount of work 
that is involved with studies. Students 
will always complain about one thing 
or another, but they shouldln't 
complain about this years' Winterim 
schedule just because it seems harder 
than last years'. 
Karen Jenkins- I don't like it at all!! 
There is a lack of interest on the 
professors part, and it shows in the 
choice of classes being offered this 
year. I'm glad that I'm not going to be 
here for Winterim this year, because I'll 
be taking part in an independent study 
in Washington D.C. 
Kessler Featured 
at 	 Brown 
Bag Concert 
Richard Kessler, concert pianist 
and professor of music at the 
University of Puget Sound, will 
feature selected classical refrains of 
Beethoven, Bartok and Liszt in his 
Wednesday, Nov. 28, recital. The 
free concert will be held in the 
Recital Hall of the Music Building 
on campus at 8:15 p.m. 
A Brown Bag concert, scheduled 
for Tuesday, Nov. 13, in Kilworth 
Chapel, will feature a preview of 
Kessler's solo recital. The public is 
invited to bring their lunch at 12:15 
p.m. and enjoy the music, along with 
UPS students and faculty. 
Kessler has appeared in concert 
throughout the United States and 
abroad, including a performance at 
the Tibor Varga Festival in Sion, 
Switzerland. The pianist studied 
with Ilona Kabos in London and 
taught private lessons as assistant to 
Bela Nagy at Boston University. He 
is currently working on his doctoral 
studies at Boston University. 
He also has appeared with an 
orchestra, chamber musicians and 
on several radio broadcasts, 
including a live performance on 
WGBH Public Radio's "Brave New 
Music" in Boston. Recently, Kessler 
appeared with Earlene Carey, a 
voice instructor at UPS, in a recital 
combining the words and music of 
20th century composers and poets. 
The concert is one of 28 to be 
offered by the UPS School of Music 
this fall. All musical events are ope. 
to the public free-of-charge. 
"Values: Conflict 
and Compromise" 
offered for Winterim 
A special Winterim, "Values: 
Conflict and Compromise" is beinc 
offered this January as a join. 
Religion-Business and Public 
Administration course. The health 
care industry will be the subject for 
an in-depth investigation. All sides 
of the conflicting views on health 
delivery will be evaluated. This is an 
opportunity for the student to move 
out of the classroom and into the 
offices where the key people are 
located. TOO.I.T!   
T.G.I. Tecate! Tecate Beer imported from Mexico. 
Do it the Mexican way, 
straight from the can with lemon and salt. 
PETE 'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR 
ASK ABOUTOUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
FOR YOUR MAKE OF CAR 
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS 
TECATE Wedom Import Sales Co., Inc Irvine, California 92714. EXCELLENT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE 1222 South Sprague 	 By Peck Field 	 572-3768 
. 	
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R'Ichard Rubenstein Comes To UPS 
An Introduction 
To The Man 
The Holocaust: Just Another 
Solution? 
by Lisa Martin 
An introduction to Lisa Martin's 
essay on Rkhard Rubenstein 
Submitted to the Trail, Nov. 6, 1979 
By Bob Ericksen, Department of 
History 
I first met Richard Rubenstein in a 
new conference room at the 
University of Washington, the sort of 
elegant and imposing room I had 
thought straited academic budgets 
left only to the corporate world. 
Gathered there, just one year ago 
this week, was an eye-popping 
assortment of international scholars 
prepared to consider the conference 
theme, "Western Society after the 
Holocaust." Rubenstein addressed 
the group at that session on the 
subject of Max Weber and the Final 
Solution. 
I quickly decided that Rubenstein 
would strike sparks. The woman 
next to me, a prominent journalist in 
the New York Jewish community, 
was soon bristling, fidgeting in her 
seat, and whispering sharp 
comments in my direction. Then the 
designated commentator 
diplomatically opened his remarks 
with the observation, "I expected 
this to be rubbish, but it is much 
worse than I thought possible." 
After a ten minute harangue, he, 
again so diplomatically, stalked out 
of the room before Rubenstein could 
reply. 
What makes Rubenstein so 
controversial? I hated to think it was 
the inferior quality of this work, 
because I had agreed with nearly 
every word he spoke. Perhaps his 
intense, staccato delivery, with its 
implications of certainty and 
arrogance, offended some. He also 
casts a wide net, making him 
vulnerable to attack in the realm of 
the small detail. 
But I think two other factors help 
explain the heated reception which 
he received. First, he insists upon 
making a dispassionate and 
objective analysis of the Holocaust. 
Among sensitive human beings, 
dispassion on that subject is likely to 
create discomfort and a sense of 
impropriety. The issues are neither 
casual nor commonplace. 
Secondly, the whole thrust of 
Rubenstein's work attacks the 
notion that Nazism was an 
aberration or a return to the barbaric 
past. Instead, he argues that many 
factors generally welcomed as 
progress, e.g., rationalism, 
bureaucratic efficiency, and Judeo-
Christian secularism, actually made 
the Holocaust possible. 
I am pleased to see that 
Rubenstein is coming to UPS. 
Although he may not strike quite as 
many sparks in this environment, I 
expect that Lisa's accompanying 
review of his work will raise an 
eyebrow or two and perhaps whet 
our appetite for the man himself. 
For the past ten years I have read 
every piece of information I could 
get my hands on concerning the 
Holocaust. My insatiable hunger for 
such material has often disturbed 
me, and I have even gone so far as to 
attribute such a propensity to a 
morbidity of character. However, 
more recently I have realized that 
my continuous preoccupation with 
the Holocaust was the simple result 
of the failure of any of the material 
read to answer my gut-level and 
instinctive question: Why? Why did 
the Holocaust occur? Much of the 
material I read was excellent, and 
always satisfactorily answered the 
question: How? How were over six 
million individuals exterminated? 
Thus, the material was filled with 
horror and despair, but there was 
always something missing. Such a 
slaughter, such inhumanity, can 
never be full comprehended without 
answering: Why? 
Richard L. Rubenstein, in his short, 
yet remarkably broad in scope book, 
THE CUNNING OF HISTORY, makes 
an honest attempt to answer that 
question which seems to have been 
disregarded in both historical and 
literary disciplines. He even pin-
points the cause of such neglect in 
the human tendency to become 
totally overwhelmed in the 
inhumanity of the Holocaust, thus 
viewing it as a unique and 
incomprehensible event in which the 
horror is best forgotten. It is 
difficult to see the Holocaust as part 
of the development of civilization, 
and for this reason, the question why 
becomes impossible to deal with. In 
this tone, Rubenstein sets the stage 
for his analysis: "In order to 
understand the Holocaust, it is 
necessary to adopt a mental attitude 
that excludes a!I feelings of 
sympathy or hostility toward both 
the victims and perpetrators." 
Rubenstein begins his argument 
by describing the 'surplus 
population" phenomena which was 
an integral part of European 
civilization. This segment of the 
population not only resulted from a 
booming population, but also from 
denaturalization, which was 
increasingly used by governments to 
eliminate citizens deemed 
undesirable, both Jews and non-
Jews. Thus, detention "camps were 
established for those who had no 
status in I aw and for whom no law 
existed that could justify their being 
held." The lives of such men were 
expendable, and there seemed to be 
no solution to the problem; "but in 
reality there was a 'solution' that 
was obvious to Hitler." 
Thus, 	 Rubenstein 	 ties 	 the 
Holocaust into an objective and 
historically sound past. The Jews 
became a part of a fast-growing 
"surplus population" whom nobody 
wanted and "the most 'rational' and 
least costly 'solution' of the problem 
is unfortunately extermination." 
The Holocaust was not a freak 
event, but rather an "expression of 
some of the most profound 
tendencies of Western Civilization 
in the twentieth century." 
Germany was not the only 
European state with a surplus 
population, 	 and 	 Rubenstein 
demonstrates 	 convincingly 	 the 
indifference of other countries, 
including France and Britain, to the 
mass slaughter. Germany was 
solving their problem also, and as 
long as Germany was willing to do 
the dirty work, no real objections 
were made. Although Rubenstein's 
analysis is shocking, the evidence 
presented can only lead to the 
conclusion that "death camps were 
the end product of a very long 
cultural and political development 
involving all of the major countries 
if the Western world, rather that the 
specialized and extraordinary 
hatred of the Germans for the Jews." 
Not only does Rubenstein tie the 
Holocaust into the immediate 
political and cultural characteristics 
of Western Civilization, he also gives 
the reader a broader spectrum in 
which to place such terror. He sees 
the Holocaust as the progression of 
the same tendencies of slavery 
which the entire world has 
witnessed. Only this time the 
situation had changed; the slaves 
became expendable. Furthermore, 
Rubenstein places the inhumane 
activity of the Holocaust in a 
fascinating perspective. It was 
mainly the result of the 
modernization of bureaucracy; the 
concentration camps created a new 
society of expendable human lives 
used as slave labor until they had 
only the ability to draw a final 
breath. Furthermore, he also ties the 
Holocaust into the long history of a 
Judeo-Protestant religion which 
created the secularization process 
resulting in man's removal from the 
laws of God. This, in part, enabled 
men to take total control in the 
domination of each other, viewing a 
man as an object with no more rights 
than other men are willing to give 
him. But mainly, the Holocaust was 
the result of the overwhelming 
objectivity of the advance of 
bureaucracy which created "the new 
society of the living dead 
"Thus, 	 the 	 Holocaust bears 
witness to the advance of 
civilization.., to the point at which 
large scale massacre is no longer a 
crime and the state's sovereign 
powers are such that millions can be 
stripped of their rights and 
condemned to the world of the 
living dead." But Rubenstein does 
not end his argument here; heties 
the development of a machine-like 
bureaucracy into the American 
future. He begins with slavery, 
where perhaps the only difference 
lfrom Nazi Germany lay in that 
slaves in America were not 
expendable, and for this reason 
could not be seen as mere objects. 
Slaves had value, money value, and 
the American bureaucracy had not 
yet reached the state of a modern 
machine-like bureaucracy seen in 
Nazi Germany. But such is not the 
case in American civilization today, 
and Rubenstein concludes that such 
activity as experimentation on 
prisoners, and the events that 
occured during the Nixon 
administration, bear witness to the' 
fast increasing power of 
bureaucracy in America. 
THE CUNNING OF HISTORY is a 
creative, honest, and successful 
attempt to tie the Holocaust into 
past and future history. After 
reading Rubenstein's analysis, one 
cannot possibly see the slaughter of 
over six million people as a unique 
and never-likely-to-occur -again 
horror. The Holocaust had definite 
causes, and those causes have 
continued with such propensity that 
they have more force today than 
ever before. And yet, Rubenstein 
does not conclude his analysis with 
a sense of despair toward the future. 
Only when meni are aware of the 
horrors which occur when 
governments become machines, and 
human lives expendable, can they 
begin to make choices to prevent 
those horrors. Awareness is the key, 
and that is the beauty of the honesty 
with which Rubenstein presents his 
arguments and evidence. He 
answers the question Why did the 
Holocaust occur , and once that 
question is answered, half the 
problem is solved. 
History DePts 
Sponsors Film 
In response to popular demand, 
the Department of History is 
sponsoring a return engagement of 
the following film in connection 
with the course on modern China. 
Tuesday, Nov. 13 at 1:15 p.m. Mc 006 
"The Bitter Tea of General Yen" 
(1933, b/w, 89 Mins.). Director Frank 
Capra gave Americans many films of 
inspiration and hope designed to 
affirm "the American way" (e.g., 
"It's a Wonderful Life," and "Mr. 
Smith Goes to Washington"). "Bitter 
Tea" is another kind of story, one 
that raises questions about Amerian 
values in a different cultural setting. 
TRAIL Photo by Brian Cole 
Logger wide receiver Mike Heinz pulls in a key pass during the Homecoming game a-
gainst the Mustangs 
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Homecoming Win! 
UPS Dumm Ca-l-Polv 
by Jeff Crane 
	
The UPS Logger football team 
	
for just 65. 
	
may not be rated in the Division II 
	
Opening the second half, Cal-Poly 
	
rankings, but they certainly can han- 	 SLO broke the 7-7 tie by taking the 
	
dle themselves with the teams that 	 second-half kickoff and driving the 
	
are. The Loggers, who controlled 
	
length of the the field to score. 
	
PLU (ranked number 7 in NAIA Divi- 	 Wide receiver Dwight Crump took a 
sion 	 II) 	 earlier 	 this 	 season, 	 Reid Lundstrum pass on a 35-yard 
	
performed another exhibition of 
	
play to make it 14-7. 
	
great football against Cal-Poly San 
	
Lundstrom, number 3 in passing in 
Luis-Obispo last weekend. 	 In an 
	
NCAA Division II, was held by the 
	
exciting matchup, the host Loggers 
	
fired-up Logger defense. Led by Jeff 
	
upset the fifth ranked Division II 
	
Hartford's 13 tackles, Mike Balbas' 
team 28-21 	 for a successful 
	
12, and Gary Tidd's 10, the UPS de- 
	
Homecoming. The game, played in 
	
fense intimidated Lundstrom with 
	
a full Baker Stadium, proved that 	 crucial sacks and harrassment 
	
the Loggers can outclass highly- 	 throughout the game. Also playing 
touted opponents. 	 against some extremely talented and 
	
Though Logger players and fol- 	 powerful running backs in Jim Colvin 
	
lowers who knew the strength of the 	 and Paul Dickens, the Loggers held 
	
team felt it may not have been an up- 	 them to just 122 yards rushing for 
	
set, the many fans caught up in the 	 the afternoon. 
	
Homecoming festivities and fun en- 	 This was to be Cal-Poly's largest 
	
joyed itto the full extent. The Taco- 	 lead at 14-7 as Puget Sound came 
	
mans have yet to disappoint the 
	
back impressively to score 10 all im- 
	
home fans with a 5-0 record at Baker 	 portant points in the remaining time 
Stadium. 	 of the third quarter. A Monty Laughlin 
	
UPS, having just come through a 	 field goal with 6:23 left closed the 
	
week and a half of team suspensions, 	 gap to 14-10 as the Loggers began to 
	
decided to vent some caged-up vio- 	 get fired up and rolling. Two minutes 
	
lence against the Californians. The 
	
later, in a drive that consisted of just 
	
Mustangs had won six in a row com- 	 two plays, the lverson bomb con- 
	
ing into the encounter with the frus- 	 nection with Bill Hines struck seven 
	
trated Loggers. Well, this game was 	 on a 56 yard aerial. Another Laughlin 
	
an emphatic end to the Mustangs 
	
field goal seemingly put the host 
	
winning streak and their shot at the 	 team in control 20-14 with 12:53 to 
	
NCAA playoffs. Facing a Logger 	 go in the game. But an 80 yard drive, 
	
team with two straight losses, Cal- 	 including the second of two 36 yard 
	
Poly knew it was in for a good battle 	 pass interference calls against the 
	
from the first play on. Wyatt Baker 
	
Loggers, put the Mustangs back on 
	
blew through a hole behind 
	
top with 7:18 to play. 
	
awesome blocking off right tackle 
	
This put the Californians in com- 
	
by Mike Linker and Rick Guenther 	 mand 21-20 and it was time for the 
	
and had only two defenders to beat 
	
final-drive heroics of the Loggers. 
	
to the end zone. But after a 76-yard 
	
They took the kickoff and drove the 
	
sprint down the sidelines Baker was 
	
length of the field to score the go- 
	
tripped up by LeCharles McDaniel of 
	
ahead and winning touchdown on a 
	
Cal-Poly at the 4 yard line. This 
	
four-yard dive by Baker. A two point 
	
started the Logger show of precise 	 conversion toss from Iverson to Jeff 
	
passing by Ivy Iverson, the running 	 Hunt iced at least a tie for the 
	
of Baker, who ran for 146 yards, and 
	
Loggers. 
	
a few mistakes. One of the major 	 Solid defense assured the Loggers 
	
mistakes occurred on the play 	 of the upset as sacks by Mike Raine, 
	
following Baker's great run. After an 	 Jeff Puetz, and Dave Allison on one 
	
offside penalty put the ball on the 	 crucial play, and Jeff Hartford and 
	
Mustang 2-yard line, Baker nullified 
	
Zach Hill on another thwarted the 
	
his effort by fumbling and Cal-Poly 	 Mustang's final drive. The Loggers 
safety Rick Jones pounced on it. 	 and their fans deserved the big win 
	
Another mistake prolonged the 	 and it was appropriate to have it on 
	
ensuing Mustang drive. The first of 
	
Homecoming weekend. One dis- 
	
three roughing the kicker penalties 	 couraging note as Logger fullback 
	
let Cal off the hook after a good de- 	 Rick Linblad, an excellent performer 
	
fensive stand had held them to their 	 this season, was lost for the season 
own 21. 	 as he suffered torn ligaments and 
	
Late in the first quarter Iverson 
	
fracture of the right ankle in the 
	
connected with freshman Mike Bos 	 third period. Rick underwent surgery 
	
on an eight yard scoring pass. Iverson 
	
following the game and is recovering 
	
finished the day once again with im- 	 with a good chance we'll be seeing 
	
pressive statistics; adding to some of 
	
him next year. 
	
his UPS total offense and passing re- 	 The victory left the Loggers with a 
	
cords, he completed 15 of 24 passes 	 5-4 record and will face U.S. Interna- 
	
for 213 yards. The early Logger lead 
	
tional next week. They haven't scored 
	
was lost in the second period when 	 a notch in the win column on the 
	
Cal-Poly's Jim Colvin scored from a 	 road this year. It will be the final 
	
yard out. A 36-yard pass interference 
	
home contest for UPS this season 
	
penalty was the big play for Cal-Poly 	 and Baker Stadium should be seeing 
in the 40 yard drive. 	 Penalties 	 a good crowd this weekend. Too 
	
played a big role in the game, with 
	
bad that they aren't playing the USC 
	
UPS getting 156 yards in setbacks 	 Trojans so they can knock them out 
	
whereas the Mustangs were called 
	
of their high rankings. 
IM Srid Crowns 
To Be Decided 
by Jeff Crane 
As the playoffs draw closer in 
Men's IM football and have already 
been played in the Women's, no sur-
prises are evident except that the Re-
gester women aren't in the champion-
ship game. There seems to be no 
unknowns in the Men's division as 
S&M, the Betas, the SAEs, and Theta 
Chi are the frontrunners for the 
Championship playoffs. 
The Regester women came into 
their weekend playoff matchup a-
gainst Tenzler undefeated and lost 
in five overtimes as Tenzler got the 
touchdown they needed. The next 
day, Regester lost to the hot Alpha 
Phis to allow the Phis to play Tenzler in 
the championship. Earlier in the sea-
son the Alpha Phi group tied Tenzler 
0-0 but allowed them only three first 
downs the entire game. Should be a 
well-played game. 
One weekend of regular season 
play remains in the Men's division 
and it looks as if the standings will 
remain the same when the season fi-
nishes. As the playoffs are set up, it 
looks like the Betas will play the 
SAEs and the loser of that game will 
play the winner of the S&M - Theta 
Chi matchup. Then the winner of 
that will play the winner of the 1st 
game for the championship. 
Remember these are the possible 
games and if an upset occurs this 
weekend other games will result. 
SCORES 
MEN 
SAE 12 Legal Eagles 0 
Theta Chi 6 A/L 
Legal Eagles 6 Sigma Nu 0 
S&M 22 Todd 0 
Beta forfeit over Regester 
Todd forfeit over Sigma Chi 
lM FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS 
WOMEN 
Tenzler 12 Regester 6 
Gamma Phi 0 Alpha Phi 6 
RegesterO Alpha Phi 6 
Championship Game Sat Nov.10 
Tenzler vs. Alpha Phi 
WSU Edges 
Lady Loggers 
The UPS women's soccer team 
lost a tough game, 2-0, to 
Washington State University last 
Sunday, Nov. 4, on the home field. 
Logger Coach Bill Kuba 
complemented his fuilbacks, Laura 
Gest, Charlotte Donlin, and Jodi 
Fatland on good defensive work in 
the game. Offensively, the breaks 
just didn't come. 
The women's season record of 2-8-
1, according to Coach Kuba, isn't 
ref lectivc' of the calibre of the team 
or the competition. They have been 
plagued since the beginning of the 
season by sickness and injury. 
The team hopes to pull it all 
together this week-end on Saturday 
in Portland against Lewis and Clark 
College. In their last meeting, the 
Logger women won 5-3. 
Trot Nears 
Attention runners and joggers. On 
November 20 at 3:00 p.m. the first 
annual Turkey Trot will be held on 
the U.P.S. Campus. This will be a 5 
kilometer (3.1 mile) run through our 
campus. 
There will be prizes of turkey to 
each division winner and small 
prizes to second and third place 
finishers. Please come join the fun 
and run. Don't be a turkey! Come to 
the turkey trot. 
IM Notes 
Men's and Women's racquetball 
and tennis tournaments start tomor -
row, November 10 and run through 
Tuesday, November13 (final games). 
These are double-elimination tour-
name n ts. 
Officials 	 for 	 volleyball 	 are 
needed. 
Racquetball 	 Tourney 	 official 
needed this weekend to take down 
scores only. Pay is $3.10 per hour. 
ISIJVCuII1Jt -, 11 I OMCU 
Arts and ntertai*nment 
Cheap 
By Mark Stephens 	 Trick 
Elo kiddies, welcome to Rockpile. 
This week I got a great one for you. 
The Dream Police, you know, Cheap 
Trick. Rick Nielson tells us about the 
new L.P. in one of their tunes, "Lo and 
behold, Heard it on the radio, It was a 
long time comin', But it sounds so 
sweet." That's right the new Cheap 
Trick album is Out and doing great. 
Many rock and rollers think that the 
beginning of this great band was their 
recent Live At Budakon L.P., but they 
couldn't be more wrong. 
The Cheap Trick story starts way 
back in time, somewhere between  
ter in '77 Cheap Trick released their 
second L.P. (2 in 1 year, amazing). 
It was titled In Color. It contains 
many of the songs from their later to 
come live L.P. Them in'78 comes my 
favorite, Heaven Tonight. With this 
album Cheap Trick began to receive 
some of the recognition they 
deserved all along. Next came the 
now double-platinum Live at Budakon 
album. This was the biggy for the 
band. Radio stations across the na-
tion jumped on it. The world was fi-
nally ready for the Cheap Trick. 
Now we find the fifth Cheap Trick 
Rick's lead guitar. This may be what 
makes the band stand out and rise a-
bove the "ho-hum" mainstream rock 
groups of our time. Bun E. Carlos' 
solid drumming provides a perfect 
backdrop for all the songs, he also 
provides a bit of uniqueness to the 
group because of the fact that he 
doesn't look like we would expect a 
drummer for Cheap Trick to look 
like. And last is Rick's zaniness.. 
He is an unforgettable guitar player 
if ever seen live. His playing gives 
the song a hyperness about them 
that makes the music so fun. If the 
music cioesn t gran you tne Witty 
lyrics that Cheap Trick is so famous 
for will. How can the band lose with 
tunes like "The House is Rockin' 
(With Domestic Problems), "Dream 
Police", and lyrics like, "My Mission? 
Ah yes!, Everybody hear? It's a fate 
I all agree, Sometimes you win, I ne-
ver lose." Rick's right, he won't lose 
with Dream Police. So when people 
ask me what I want from my music I 
simply tell them, "I've been around 
the world, heard a million bands, 
still I know what I want, and I know 
how to get it." It's Cheap Trick, and 
Dream Police for my rock and roll. 
1966 or 67. Rick Nielson and Tom 
Petersson were in a band called 
Fuse. This gave Rick and Tom their 
first exposure to the professional 
world of rock. About a year or so la-
ter the band Fuse had turned out. 
So Rick and Tom split for England, 
just to hang out for awhile. There 
they picked up a few musicians from 
Nazz (a band that Todd Rundgren 
had just left). They played together 
for a few months, Rick and Tom a-
gain split. Rick tells us about these 
early days, "We were never too seri-
ous about it. We never rehearsed 
and we weren't all that good. It could 
have been real good, but we were 
very into alcohol and other things. 
We never could get it together." 
Rick and Tom then decided to take 
off for Germany. There they met 
Bun F. and decided to try it again 
(Bun F. is short for Bunezuela, he's 
from Venezuela). To make up 
the present Cheap Trick they were 
still missing a real good lead singer, 
this is when they stumbled across 
Robin Zander. This built the band as 
we know them today, Rick, Tom, 
Bun F. and Robin. Well to get on 
with the story the newly formed 
Cheap Trick came to the U.S. to try 
to get something going (recording 
wise). They hooked up with Epic re-
cords and their first album came out 
at the beginning of '77. It was an ex-
cellent debut disc, unfortunately 
overlooked by most of the press. 
The band had so many top notch 
songs it was incredible. (The first 
L.P.'s got some great ic's oiit). La- 
album out, and the band is hot as 
ever.  
Dream Police will bring Cheap 
Trick into the light as one of the 
bands that will carry us rock and rol-
lers through the '80's. Throughout 
the L.P. Robin Zanders vocals are his 
best to date. The guy seems to have 
as many voices as Rick has guitars, 
and believe me, that's quite a few. 
Tom Petersson's creative bass play-
ing tends to lead the band more than 
pecii&. 
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Get factS 
on the law 
school 
admission 
process. 
Twelve law school r.grelntatlVes 
plitlapate 
 
in a panel 
diecuuton of cumitutfl, 
adminsKM and 9LOCIPRIGIRL  
Check 
out 
these law 
schools. 
An open dicuamon allows vou 
to talk to the law school 
recfultsfS and pick up 
- toms &V sterstur. 
on their solols. 
School of Law 
Golden Gaft - 
School of Law 
Law School 
McGsoigs School of Law 
University of the Pacific 
P.siaL.i Unl%...iulty 
School of Law 
School of Law 
Stanford Uni,ersi(y 
School of Law 	 - 
University of Puq Sound 
School of Law 
University of Sen Oicgo 
School of Law 
Untvsrelty of Sen lisnclsoo 
School of Law 
University 01 Santa Ct.,. 
School of Law 
WhIther C 
School of Law 
WtIIwita University 
College of Law 
01 LD 
am 
12:30 - 1:30 pm Panel Discuss 
	
TIME 	 1:30 - 3:30 pm Talk with 
Recruiters 
PLACE HUB Room 200 A, B, C 
University of Washington 
open to all students and 
alumni of col and 
univerames in this ares. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Loreen Rubey, Pre—Law Advisor 
Central Advising 
B-24 Padelford GH-10 
University of Washington 
Phone: 543-2609 
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tudent Services 
DATE WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
The following interviews and 
workshops are scheduled during the 
upcomming week. If you're inter-
ested in any of the appointments 
listed below, please drop by the 
Academic Advising, Career Planning 
and Placement Office in Collins 
Library 225. Please bring a resume 
copy at the time you sign up for 
interviews. 
Monday, November 12: 
Sears, Roebuck and Company will 
be interviewing for a retail 
management trainee and a credit 
management trainee. 
Tuesday, November 13: 
Dawley, Smith, and Dill will be on 
campus interviewing accounting 
majors with a 3.25 CPA or better for 
entry level accountant positions. 
Also, a resume writing workshop 
The following are but a few of the 
job opportunities available to UPS 
students5 through the job board. If 
you are interested in any of the jobs 
listed below, please stop by the 
Academic Advising Career Planning 
and Placement office, Library 225 
for more information. 
819 - A weekend counselor for 
disabled persons is needed. Must 
have experience and/or education in 
working with the developmentally 
disabled. Salary is $4.00 per hour. 
818- -There is an opening for an 
algebra tutor. Must have ability to 
teach advanced high school algebra. 
Salary is negotiable. 
817 - An auto driver is needed. Must 
have a driver's license with no 
restrictions and a good driving 
The following incidents were 
reported to the UPS Safety and 
Security Office. 
10/30 at 1:43 am: 	 Custodial 
personnel reported the theft of a fire 
extinguisher and three sofas from 
the Chapel. No suspects. 
11/1 at noon: A student reported 
that 	 her 	 vehicle 	 had 	 been 
burglarized. Her driver's side 
window was broken and some 
headphones, tapes and checkbook 
(value $100) were taken. No 
suspects. 
11/3 at 2:30 pm: A student's purse 
which had been left unattended for 
a short time period was stolen from 
the basement of the Library. No 
suspects. (Referred to the Tacoma 
Police Department.) 
1112 at 3:17 pm: A Regester Hall 
resident reported the theft of $110 in 
cash from her residence room. 
Investigation is pending. 
will be held from 4:00-5:00pm. in 
Library 217. 
Wednesday, November 14: 
All interested majors will be 
interviewed by the Household 
Finance Corporation for the position 
of branch representative. 
Thursday, November15: 
The 	 Burroughs-Wellcome 
Company will be interviewing all 
majors for the position of sales 
representative. Mornings only. 
A civil service jobs workshop will 
be held from 4:00-5:00 today in 
Library 217. 
Friday, November 16: 
The Ansell Johnson Company will 
be interviewing for staff accountant. 
Interviews 	 with 	 Ecomonics 
Laboratories will be held today. 
record. 	 Preferably 21 or older. 
Salary is $3.00 per hour and up. 
816 - A care center aid is needed. 
Must have an understanding of the 
mental health field. Dependability 
is a must. Salary is $3.25 per hour. 
815 - Someone is in need of a 
Spanish conversationalist. 	 Must 
have the ability to carry on a 
conversation in Spanish. A native 
Columbian is preferred. Salary is 
$4.00 per hour. 
812 - The Christian Education 
Church is in need of someone. 
Salary is $4.00 per hour. 
814 - A tax preparer is needed. Must 
have taken one federal income tax 
course. A business background is 
helpful. Salary is $3.50-4.00 per 
hour, depending on qualifications. 
11/6 at 10:00 am: Tacoma Police 
Officers provided Safety and 
Security personnel with a report 
describing the rape of a young 
female on 10/27/79 at approximately 
2:00 am. in the vicinity of campus. 
Although the victim could not 
clearly identify the precise location 
of the incident because of confusing 
circumstances surrounding the 
incident, she offered only a 
suspected location for the incident; 
i.e. between North 13th and 14th 
streets and between Cedar and 
Alder. The suspect is described as a 
white male, approximately 26 years 
old, 510" to 5'11' with a medium 
build, blond hair and a blotchy 
complexion. Tacoma Police 
Officers have advised that this 
reported rape and the rape reported 
previously in the Trail as occurring 
on September 19, are the only 
incidents of this nature occurring in 
the areas of campus this year. 
The Job Board 
Campus Security Report 
Bobbl Holden 	 Lester Hobbs 	 Sandy Leech 	 Tommy Slacovich James Leech 
5'2" 90 	 510" 205 	 518" 121 	 69r 210 	 69r 1 
Position: Left Couch 
Experience: Three years, Friday Night 
Keggers, Zamma Rho Fraternity, 
University of Southern Washington 
fndividual achievement: Most hours 
in chair (consecutive), single 
season - 11.5 
Scouting report: Bobby is a heady pourer 
with bulldog-like tenacity. Has 
leadership qualities ingrained. 
Position: Kitchen Runner 
Experience: Snackgrabber 1st, 
Cordon Bleu Machine Shop, 
Hardknox Technological Institute 
Individual achievement: Most trips 
from room, lifetime —1,836 
Scouting report: Quick feet and 
rock-steady hands are Lester's big 
assets. Sometimes needs restraining 
Position: Corner Livingroom 
Experience: 3rd degree Black Bracelet in 
Top-Popping; also two years, 
Defensive Hopping, Milwaukie State 
Cheerleaders College 
Individual achievement: Fewest cases of 
indigestion, single season - 1 
Scouting report: Sandy pours smoothly 
and handles herself well in the clutch 
s well with sixpack or case.  
Position: Center Easy Chair 
Experience: MFROTC Precision Bottle 
Team, National Champion three years 
pouring; also Taverntalkers Barschool 
Individual achievement: Fastest 
top-popping, sixpack - 3,7 seconds; 
also most naps during game, 
lifetime - 745 
Scouting report: Tom mixes fancy moves, 
impressive experience; ambidexterous 
with both cans and bottles. 
Position: Right Couch 
Experience: Master of Quarts; also 
six years, Armchair Wrestling anc 
Television Osculation, 
Bierstube Junior College 
Individual achievement: Fastest keg 
opening - 9.5 seconds; also-
most passes attempted, sin9te 
season - 63 
Scouting report: Fast hands, activ 
imagination. Veteran Jim excêls 
with or without TV set turnedon. 
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Today 
N ov. 7 
There will be a meeting for all 
Asian Studies students today at 
12:15 in the TRAIL (in the SUB 
basement). Please Come! 
Don't miss your chance to see "The 
Buddy Holly Story" starring Gary 
Busey, this weekends campus flick. 
This Columbia Pictures presentation 
will be shown at 6:00, 8:20, and 10:40 in 
Mc 006. Admission price is only 50 
cents. 
There is a song recital today 
celebrating "Marriage of Words and 
Music" by Earlene Carey. Everyone is 
welcome to attend this 8:15 
performance in the Jacobsen Recital 
Hall. 
The women's swim team is in Seattle 
today for the Husky Relays at 
University of Washington. Good luck 
Loggers. 
High Noon, a classic western starring 
Gary Cooper in his Academy Award 
Winning Role, will be shown tonight at 
8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. The 
movie, presented by Pierce County 
Film Society, also features stars Lloyd 
Bridges and Grace Kelly. For more 
info, call 848-5054. Tickets will be 
available at the door. 
Sat. 
Nov.8 
  
Its your last chance to see the Logger 
gridmen in action in Baker Stadium! 
Don't miss todays game as the team 
hosts US International University. 
Kick-off is at 1:30 p.m. 
Gary Busey will be making an 
outstanding performance on the screen 
tonight in his starring role in the Buddy 
Holly Story. The ASUPS flick begins at 
6:00, 8:20, and 10:40. Admission is only 
50 cents. 
S u ni. 
N ov, 
Very 	 Important Environmental 
Awareness Crouo meeting, 5:30 in the 
SUB lounge. [he E.A.G.L.E. has indeed 
landed and the Faire is coming! 
The Inn II is sponsoring a seminar on 
"Aspects of Mature Relationships." 
Tim Whipple will be speaking. Come 
join us at 8:00 p.m. in the basement of 
Kilworth - all are welcome. 
Leave it to the Beavers ... of Oregon 
State Univ. to come to UPS to match 
skills with the Logger soccer team. 
Game time is 1 p.m. Go get 'em 
Loggers. 
This is your last chance to see Gary 
Busey's starring performance in the 
Columbia Pictures production "The 
Buddy Holly Story." The show begins 
at 6:00 and 8:20 in Mc 006. 
How about a delicious study break? 
Spurs, a sophomore service 
organization, will be selling freshly 
baked donuts in all living groups on 
campus tonight between 9:30 and 
10:00. For only a quarter you can treat 
yourself to a delicious donut and not 
even leave home. Why not bi. y one for 
a friend? 
Mon. 
Nov. 10 
Winterim and Spring Registration 
has begun. Be sure and check on your 
scheduled appointment time. 
Internationally-known author and 
lecturer Richard Rubenstein will be 
presenting two wide-ranging 
discussions of values during a lecture 
series tonight, and tomorrow night. 
Rubenstein, best noted for his studies 
of the mass extermination of the Jews 
during World War II, has spoken at 
more than 140 colleges and religious 
institutions throughout Europe and 
North America. "Human Values and 
the Birth of Technological Civilation" 
is the topic of tonights 8 p.m. lecture. 
The event will be held in Kilworth 
Chapel and is free and open to the 
public. 
Tues. 
Nov. 11 
Alpha Kappa Delta, an honorary 
society for sociology majors is having a 
"First Annual Symposium and Free-for-
all" Tuesday Nov. 13 at 7:00 until 9:00  
in Jacobs Recital Hall in the Music 
Building. The topic for discussion is: 
"Progress or Social Decay: The 
American Condition in the 1980's." The 
symposium will feature professors 
from various fields of study that will 
share their point of view on the topic. 
A time for open discussion will follow. 
Should prove to be an interesting 
evening. If you have any questions 
contact Ann Neel (McIntyre) or Ellen 
Cooper 759-9637. 
The Richard Rubenstein lecture 
continues tonight with the topic 
"Human Values and the Future of 
Technological Civilization." Come to 
this free lecture at 8pm in Kilworth 
Chapel. 
Inn II meets tonight in Kilworth 
Chapel. Come join us in an informal 
worship service at 9:45. 
A classic documentary film on 
American Involvement in Viet Nam 
entitled "Hearts and Minds" will be 
shown this evening at 7pm in Mc 006. 
The APGS sponsored film is free and 
open to the public. 
Weds. 
Nov, 12 
For a bit of cultural enlightment, be 
sure to catch the film, "5000 years of 
Korean Art." This movie, sponsored by 
the Art and Asian Studies Departments 
will be shown today at 4:00 p.m. in Mc 
006. 
If a job is somewhere in your future 
then you will need to know how to 
write a resume - here's your chance. 
There will be a resume writing 
workshop in the Library room 217 at 
4pm today. 
The womens soccer team is hosting 
Western Washington University this 
afternoon. The 2pm match should be a 
good one so be sure and support those 
Loggers. 
Agape meets tc.iight at 7pm. 
Come join us for fun and fellowship 
Everyone is welcome. 
Professor R. Kessler will be the 
featured performer on the piano today 
at 12:15 in Kilworth Chapel, this weeks 
Brown Bag Concert. 
The UPS Symphonic Band will be 
performing in a concert this evening at 
8:15 p.m. The show will take place in 
Kilwozth Chal. 
Thurs. 
Nov. 13 
"How to's for getting a job with the 
city, state or federal governments" is 
the subject of a workshop presented by 
A2CP2 today at 4pm in Library room 
215. 
The International Law Society of the 
U.P.S. Law School is sponsoring a talk 
and discussion on the 
"International Protection of Human 
Rights" by Professor Ved P. Nanda, 
Director of the International Legal 
Studies Program, University of Demer 
College of Law. This event will take 
place at Langlow House, 1218 N. Alder 
at 7 p.m., Thursday, November 15th. 
All students and faculty invited. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Today is the deadline to submit your 
application for the spring 1980 term 
Occupational Therapy Program. 
Forms and instructions are available 
in Jones Hall room 113. 
Fri. 
Nov. 14 
Tim Hansen and Michel Rocchi will 
be holding a debate on the problems 
and future of the Middle East today at 
12:15. The lecture is sponsored by the 
Associated Politics and Government 
Students. 
Odds & 
E nds 
Informal sorority rush has begun! If 
you are interested in joining a sorority, 
learning about the Greek system, or 
just meeting people, now is the time tc 
look into Greek Life. For info, and sign-
up call Teri at 7594)900. 
Did you know that for only one 
dollar you can become the proud 
owner of your very own Phil Phibbs 
Bowtie Button? You too can look as 
cute as Phil! Contact any Alpha Phi 
sorority member or call x4275 and 
talk toChristi. 
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The"Combat Zone" is intended as' 
a satirical work and has, as such, been 
 
set off from the rest of this news- 
 
paper. 	 Any resemblence to any 
 
person, place, thing, or other entity, 
 
without satirical intent, is strictly 
	 . 	 . 
coincidental 
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Radmicals Ra'Id 
Jones'. 
Scott Jackson, pictured here 
without his customary costume and 
make-up, organized and led last 
weeks Raid for Radicals " He and 
the entire Langlow House Pekingese 
Liberation Organization (PLO) 
bravely seized Jones Hall in the face 
of strong opposition from two 
scared Plant Department workers. 
Anticipating the strategy of the 
Iranian students that seized the 
American Embassy in Tehran, 
Jackson stated that the PLO would 
not vacate Jones Hall until Europe 
agrees to take Phil back. 
Simone Veil, President of the 
European Parliament, said that there 
was absolutely nothing the PLO 
could do to force them to take Phil 
back, and that Europe would never 
submit to the blackmail of 
terrorism. 
The TRAIL has learned that the 
PLO is holding out on a diet of tea 
and sherry. Apparently the 
Administrations strategy is to allow 
all the toilets to back up and, in the 
words of one administration 
representative, 'flush the rascals 
out." 
Ed 'Too Tall" Jones boldly chose 
to make his second career change of 
the year. Initially, Jones left his All-
Star NFL career to become a 
professional boxer, but after his first 
bout, Jones decided, with the 
advice of his trainer, that he could 
better use his pugilistic skills as a 
chicken. "After all, that last fight," 
Ed said. "Was a real turkey." 
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